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 We’ve heard a lot about how great account aggregation technology is. 
We hear it at conferences, in magazine articles and from other advisors. But 
if it’s so great why isn’t everyone using it? Why aren’t you using it? Or if you’re 
using it, why is it so much harder to work with than advertised? Have you 
thought about using it yourself, but didn’t because it sounded too expensive, 
complicated, time intensive, risky, and unnecessary? In some cases you may 
be right. 

 If there are so many challenges, why do advisors bother with account 
aggregation? For the same reason that anyone takes action: the pros outweigh 
the cons. These advisors have found a way to minimize or eliminate a lot of the 
account aggregation challenges. Let’s look at how advisors are overcoming the 
challenges. And why it’s so worth it.  

Why share these insider secrets?

 So why is Blueleaf, an aggregation provider talking about the challenges 
of account aggregation? Well, we know more about it than just about anyone. 
We not only connect directly with custodians using our own technology, but we 
are also users of aggregation technology from ByAllAccounts and Yodlee. So 
we’ve seen and suffered through it all. 

 In the past 3 years we’ve spent about $1.5 million implementing and 
operating account aggregation technology. We did it because frankly we don’t 
think ANYONE should suffer through what we have. So we’re here to tell you 
about the good, bad and the ugly of account aggregation in the hopes that 
ZPV�MM�CFOFmU�BOE�MFBSO�GSPN�PVS�FYQFSJFODF�

 To start, we want to talk about some of the big challenges and ways to 
FMJNJOBUF�NBOBHF�PS�NJOJNJ[F�UIFN��-FU�T�HFU�UIF�CJH�POF�PVU�PG�UIF�XBZ�mSTU��DPTU��

Cost

 This can and should be a concern. With some vendors charging as 
much as $60 per account per year, the cost of account aggregation can 



add up quickly. While Blueleaf doesn’t price this way, let’s use our average 
customer’s data to think this through. The average client on Blueleaf has over 6 
held-away accounts. The average advisor has over 100 clients. So let’s do the 
math. 6x100 = 600x$60 = YIKES, $36,000 to cover just one advisor’s clients. 
While we could show you all kinds of ROI arguments that prove beyond any 
doubt that the investment would payoff, that kind of investment isn’t likely to be 
in the budget. So, except for the highest of High Net Worth businesses, these 
numbers simply aren’t realistic. 

Some advisors will cherry pick clients for this kind of ‘extravagant’ service, but 
of course that approach introduces problems of its own. Treating some clients 
one way and others a different way often leads to more complex operations. 
How do we decide which clients to offer it to? How do we make certain that 
other clients don’t hear about the services we only want to offer to a few? It’s a 
TNBMM�NJOFmFME��"EEJUJPOBMMZ�DMJFOUT�XIP�NBZ�OPU�CF�UIF�MBSHFTU�UPEBZ�BSF�PGUFO�
the future of our business and the very ones we want to grow, a great use of 
account aggregation. 

Dealing with Cost

Price and Packaging 
� 5IF�mY�IFSF�JT�QBSUMZ�PCWJPVT��'JOE�B�SFBTPOBCMZ�QSJDFE�TFSWJDF��5IFSF�
are a number of services that charge by the client with no limit on the number 
of accounts per client (Blueleaf does this). There are also other pricing models 
that can keep costs out of the insane zone. Another way to get more value 
is by choosing one of the account aggregation systems that are built into a 
larger system. For example if you choose to use a system like Blueleaf you 
get account aggregation at no additional charge along side a client portal, 
performance reporting and document sharing. Packaging is a great way to 
avoid over-paying. 

Growing the Business - Advising on held-away assets 
 The less obvious part of dealing with the cost is to make certain that no 
matter what the price, you get value from your account aggregation service. 
That starts by making certain that you are not just giving away advice on held-
away accounts without something of value in return.

http://hub.am/17aZUbH


Billing on Held-Away Assets 
 Many advisors don’t bill on held-away assets because they don’t know 
IPX��*U�NBZ�TFFN�UPP�DPNQMJDBUFE�PS�UIFZ�TJNQMZ�EPO�U�IBWF�UIF�UJNF�UP�mHVSF�
out the logistical/operational steps they need to take. Worse, many advisors 
don’t think clients will see the value and pay. With almost ½ of RIAs charging 
for this kind of service, the evidence suggests otherwise. 

 If you want to bill on held-away assets, think about the advice you 
provide for what it is: an additional service offering. Like all your other services 
you should be compensated, with most advisors charging between 25-
40 basis points for this service. Keep in mind that advising on held-away 
accounts typically involves research, recommendations and often rebalancing 
instructions. 

 By advising on heldaway accounts you create additional value for your 
DMJFOUT�XIJMF�DSFBUJOH�BO�BEEJUJPOBM�SFWFOVF�TUSFBN�GPS�ZPVS�mSN��0OF�BEEJUJPOBM�
thing that can make billing on held-away assets much simpler is to make 
certain the system has a billing system that can deal with held-away accounts, 
like Blueleaf.  

Complexity 

 The complexity that can come with account aggregation is yet another 
challenge. For some aggregation systems, set up and operations take a 
lot of effort. In fact, it can take weeks just to evaluate and purchase a new 
system. A challenging purchase cycle with a slow contract negotiation, slow 
PS�EJGmDVMU�TFU�VQ�PS�PUIFS�iPOF�UJNFw�QSPCMFNT�DBO�TQFMM�USPVCMF��*OTJEFS�UJQ��
While there are one-time processes, if the vendor you’re dealing with hasn’t 
spent the energy to make this early part of the process simple and painless 
PS�JG�UIFZ�TFFN�VOBXBSF�PG�UIF�EJGmDVMUJFT�PS�BSF�VOIFMQGVM�ZPV�DBO�CFU�TZTUFN�
operations will be no easier. Think about running for the hills. 

� 5IJT�JT�QBSUJDVMBSMZ�B�DPODFSO�GPS�mSNT�XIFSF�UIF�BEWJTPS�JT�B�TPMF�
proprietor or there is a small staff. In such a case, taking time to set up 
technology means taking time away from working with existing clients or 
QSPTQFDUJOH�GPS�OFX�POFT���)PXFWFS�JU�T�BMTP�B�QSPCMFN�XJUI�MBSHFS�mSNT�BT�
the costs of set up and operations can be substantial despite being hidden 
amongst existing staff.  These challenges are made worse if the aggregation 



TZTUFN�JT�EJGmDVMU�UP�VTF�PS�SFRVJSFT�USBJOJOH��5IBU�NFBOT�USBJOJOH�GPS�NBOZ��ZPV�
staff and each client. 

 Complexity also comes in the form of limited integrations or manual data 
NPWFNFOU��*G�UIF�TZTUFN�EPFTO�U�JOUFHSBUF�XJUI�ZPVS�FYJTUJOH�$3.�PS�mOBODJBM�
planning system, that will mean having to re-key data into various systems or 
IBWJOH�UP�NPWF�EBUB�NBOVBMMZ��5IJT�EFGFBUT�POF�PG�UIF�LFZ�CFOFmUT�PG�BDDPVOU�
aggregation: eliminating manual entry. 

 The truth is no system will have perfect coverage, integrating with every 
possible vendor. But some are better than others and some make it vastly 
simpler to create new integrations. Today there are many options, like Blueleaf, 
that offer integrations into the most popular systems that advisors use such 
as Redtail and MoneyGuidePro. But few systems make it easy to create new 
JOUFHSBUJPOT��4JNQMF�JOUFHSBUJPO�JT�UIF�LFZ�UP�ZPVS�GVUVSF�nFYJCJMJUZ�TP�MPPL�GPS�JU�

 Another point to keep in mind is that for most retail accounts, passwords 
and security questions are set to expire regularly, typically quarterly or 
BOOVBMMZ��0ODF�UIF�DSFEFOUJBMT�FYQJSF�JU�XJMM�TUPQ�UIF�nPX�PG�EBUB�JOUP�UIF�
system. This can create a huge operational headache for the advisor, 
especially if it’s a system that asks the advisor to solve the problem. This is a 
huge headache since the advisor typically can’t do anything other than pass 
the message along to the client. With many held-away accounts this can turn 
into a daily task for an advisor, creating work rather than relieving it. Again, 
something to avoid.

 Finally, while clients are almost always more tech savvy than advisors 
think, who wants to deal with calls and complaints from frustrated clients who 
can’t get their accounts set up? With some of the more challenging to use 
systems this will happen. This is true in particular when the aggregation system 
is separate from the other systems the client needs to deal with, like a portal. 
It forces you and the client to work across systems in order to link or manage 
BDDPVOUT�PS�UP�mY�JTTVFT�XIFO�UIFZ�BSJTF���

Dealing with Complexity 

Simplicity 
� 5IF�mY�GPS�DPNQMFYJUZ�TUBSUT�XJUI�B�GPDVT�PO�TJNQMJDJUZ��/PU�KVTU�JO�UIF�
usability of the product, but in every aspect of dealing with the product and 



the vendor. You want simplicity in technology, support and in the business 
relationship. Look for a solution that is easy to trial and simple to set up an 
BDDPVOU��'PDVT�PO�mOEJOH�B�TZTUFN�UIBU�JT�JOUVJUJWF�FOPVHI�UIBU�JU�EPFTO�U�
require training for you or for clients. 

Embedded in other systems 
� 5SZ�UP�mOE�B�TZTUFN�UIBU�JT�FNCFEEFE�BT�QBSU�PG�FJUIFS�ZPVS�DVSSFOU�PS�
future client interaction system or portal. That way you’ll eliminate the multiple 
system issues for clients. Aggregation systems that are built into strong client 
QPSUBMT�MJLF�#MVFMFBG�OPU�POMZ�FMJNJOBUF�NVMUJQMF�TZTUFNT�GPS�EBUB�nPX�CVU�BMTP�
allow for a consistent and therefore simpler user experience that will reduce 
your clients’ learning curve and eliminate many support calls.

Simple Business 
 In all of this remember to look for a vendor that is simple to do business 
with. Are there complicated contracts? Are there long-term obligations? Does 
the vendor have big minimums? Buying aggregation services should be as 
simple as you would want the service to be. If you can’t buy the service in the 
same day you’re ready, it should cause you to stop and think. If the vendor 
can’t make it easy to buy, how could they possibly make it easy to use.  

Integrations – Plentiful and Easy 
 Look for systems with good current partners, where it’s very easy to 
BEE�OFX�JOUFHSBUJPOT��5IJT�nFYJCJMJUZ�XJMM�IFMQ�ZPV�BWPJE�iTPGUXBSF�MPDL�JOw�BOE�
allow you to evolve the technology in your business as it grows and changes. 
Systems like Blueleaf that are well connected to the most popular systems 
such as Redtail and MoneyGuidePro, ensure you can avoid manually re-keying 
data into multiple systems.   

 Some vendors brag about the number of integrations they have. 
Beware; the number of integration partners alone may be misleading. Some 
vendors say they are integrated when what they mean is that you can manually 
move data from one system to another. Instead, ask if the integrations are 
automatic and then ask how long it takes to add a new integration. If it takes 
a month or two it will be hard to add the integrations you want because it’s 
expensive for the vendors. In systems like Blueleaf, where the average time is 
about 3 days, it’s fast and inexpensive to add integrations making it easy for a 
new partner to say yes. 



 In reviewing a system, look for simplicity in adding and maintaining 
accounts on the system. Also look for a system that directly informs clients 
about the need to update passwords or answer security questions. This direct 
client interaction reduces the frustration clients feel when their accounts aren’t 
XPSLJOH�BOE�UIFZ�DPVME�IBWF�FBTJMZ�mYFE�UIFN��*U�BMTP�FMJNJOBUFT�UIF�XPSLMPBE�
on the advisor being the communication bottleneck in a process they can’t 
help with. When a system does this well, clients are really appreciative. At 
Blueleaf we hear this kind of feedback all the time. When long-time customer 
+BTPO�8FOL�PG�3FUJSFNFOU�8FBMUI�"EWJTPST�JOUSPEVDFE�JU�UP�IJT�DMJFOUT�i5IFZ�
MPWFE�JU��5IJT�JT�UIF�mSTU�TZTUFN�XIFSF�*�SFHVMBSMZ�HFU�DPNQMJNFOUT�QIPOF�DBMMT�
BOE�FNBJMT�UIBU�NBLF�NF�CMVTI�w�5SVMZ�HSFBU�BDDPVOU�BHHSFHBUJPO�UFDIOPMPHZ�
will excite your clients, not confuse or frustrate them.
 
 The reality is that if you provide simple to use account aggregation and 
use it to power a great client portal you are making your clients lives easier. 
They are sick of remembering lists of websites, passwords, user names and 
security questions required to check on their various retirement and investment 
accounts. Yet they want to know where they stand. By aggregating all of their 
accounts in a combined aggregation/portal system, they’ll have one place to 
go where they can login and see everything. Younger clients are especially 
used to all of their data being a mouse click away. They expect their advisors 
to provide them with a seamless 360-degree view of all their assets, no matter 
where they are held or who manages them.

 Forward thinking advisors, like Jason Wenk, use account aggregation 
as a selling tool to set them apart from the competition. Set yourself apart from 
the crowd (3FBE�PVS�i)PX�5Pw�HVJEF�IFSF) by offering your client’s a service 
that makes their lives easier and your relationships stickier. You can even invite 
them onto the aggregation service before they’re a client to give them real feel 
for the client experience and help you build trust before they need to decide to 
transfer assets.  

Risks 

Compliance / Custody Risks 
 Most account aggregation technologies require clients to set up 
accounts by entering their user names and passwords into the system, also 
known as credentials. Some advisors worry that entering clients credentials 

http://hub.am/1aKtdWx
http://hub.am/1aKtdWx


into the system means that they have custody of those assets, and will be 
TVCKFDU�UP�UIF�BOOVBM�TVSQSJTF�FYBNJOBUJPO�SFRVJSFNFOU�PG�UIF�iDVTUPEZ�SVMFw�
SEC Rule 206(4)-2. This is a valid concern that advisors must address by 
choosing an account aggregation system that allows clients to easily set up 
their own accounts, so that you never see or have access to their credentials.

 Finally, most advisors are held to standards of conduct that require in 
varying degrees that the recommendations they make must be in their clients’ 
best interests or be suitable. There is a lot of debate in the industry about how 
good an advisor’s recommendations can be if they don’t see and take into 
BDDPVOU�UIFJS�DMJFOUT��FOUJSF�mOBODJBM�QJDUVSF�JODMVEJOH�IFME�BXBZ�BDDPVOUT��
If an advisor is audited or if there is a complaint, proving you’ve acted in a 
client’s best interest can require a lot of effort and a big paper trail of historical 
account data from held-away accounts. Account aggregation is the only 
solution that is able grow as with your business grows without requiring an 
army of people to maintain.

 While some account aggregation systems require that an advisor set up 
accounts by entering in their clients’ credentials, other systems like Blueleaf 
are designed to allow clients to quickly and easily set up their own accounts. 
By having clients set up their own accounts the advisor never takes custody of 
the credentials, and can avoid the annual surprise examination required under 
UIF�i$VTUPEZ�3VMFw��

 When evaluating account aggregation technology, be sure that the 
account set up process is fast and intuitive so it’s easy for clients to use. Also 
be sure to choose a system that lets clients know directly when a password 
has expired and needs to be changed, like Blueleaf does. When it’s simple to 
use and communicating directly with clients, an aggregation system will keep 
advisor well clear of handling user credentials and inadvertently stumbling into 
iDPOTUSVDUJWF�DVTUPEZw�UFSSJUPSZ���

Error Risk 
 Account aggregation has come a long way since its inception. However, 
it may never be perfect. If you think about how aggregation technology 
works, it gathers data from disparate sources such as various custodians and 
mOBODJBM�JOTUJUVUJPOT�BOE�GFFET�UIF�EBUB�JOUP�POF�TZTUFN��5IF�DIBMMFOHF�JO�
dealing with different sources is a lack of consistency and uniformity in how 
UIF�EBUB�JT�QSFTFOUFE�BOE�XIBU�JU�JT�DBMMFE��'PS�FYBNQMF�B�iCVZw�BU�4DIXBC�
NBZ�CF�DBMMFE�B�iQVSDIBTFw�BU�'JEFMJUZ��*G�ZPV�BSFO�U�XPSLJOH�XJUI�B�TZTUFN�UIBU�



understands that these two terms mean the same thing, then you will have 
errors in your system that take time and energy to resolve.

 Additionally, errors happen sometimes based on subtle changes at 
custodian sites that can leave holdings with no descriptions or missing tickers. 
Sometimes even prices and quantities can be missing. Not surprisingly, some 
systems do a better job of clean up than others. However, despite vendor 
DMBJNT�UIJT�DBO�CF�WFSZ�EJGmDVMU�UP�mHVSF�PVU�VQ�GSPOU��4QFBLJOH�UP�PUIFST�
who’ve used the system can give you some sense but the direct experience 
of a trial is really the only way to know how the system will perform with the 
institutions your clients need. 

 Another related issue to consider is that some target systems are less 
picky about data completeness than others. For instance, most traditional 
performance reporting systems need very clean data to function. Others, 
MJLF�#MVFMFBG�DBO�DMFBO�VQ�BOE�mMM�JO�EBUB�HBQT��4P�ZPVS�OFFE�UP�XPSSZ�BCPVU�
perfect data may vary substantially depending on how you’ll use it and which 
other systems need to use the data. 

 Well there you have it, the insider’s secrets to good account 
aggregation. We’ve gone through the biggest challenges advisors face, key 
XBZT�UP�NJOJNJ[F�PS�BWPJE�UIPTF�DIBMMFOHFT�BOE�UIF�SFE�nBHT�UIBU�TIPVME�
make you run for the hills. )RU�\RXU�FRQYHQLHQFH��ZH·YH�VXPPDUL]HG�WKHVH�
points into a checklist below! Feel free to print this checklist and use it 
whenever evaluating your current or future account aggregator. Ask the right 
RVFTUJPOT�LOPX�XIBU�T�QPTTJCMF�BOE�HFU�SFBEZ�UP�SFBQ�UIF�CFOFmUT�PG�BDDPVOU�
aggregation. 



f RED FLAGS:  Run for the hills… 
 
� if there’s a high price per client. Account 

aggregators should not make you feel like you must 
iDIFSSZ�QJDLw�DMJFOUT�UP�PGGFS�JU�UP�

� if the vendor has a challenging purchase cycle with 
B�TMPX�DPOUSBDU�OFHPUJBUJPO�TMPX�PS�EJGmDVMU�TFU�VQ�
PS�PUIFS�iPOF�UJNFw�QSPCMFNT��

� if they have complicated contracts, long-term 
obligations, or big minimums. If you can’t buy the 
service in the same day you’re ready, stop and think.

� if the vendor hasn’t made the beginning process 
simple and painless, because you can bet system 
operations will be no easier. 

�� JG�UIF�TZTUFN�JT�EJGmDVMU�UP�VTF�PS�SFRVJSFT�USBJOJOH��
� if the system doesn’t integrate with your existing 

$3.�PS�mOBODJBM�QMBOOJOH�TZTUFN��"DDPVOU�
aggregation should eliminate manual entry. 

� if they say it takes 2-3 months to add a new 
integration to their system.

� if the system relies on you to update clients’ 
credentials when they expire. Because this happens 
regularly over the year, it leads to a huge operational 
headache.

� if the aggregation system is separate from the other 
systems the client needs to deal with, like a portal. 

o  Manage and minimize: Complexity
 
Look for...
� easy to trial and simple to set up an account 
� a vendor that is simple to do business with 
� intuitive enough that it doesn’t require training for 

you or for clients
� embedded as part of either your current or future 

client interaction system or portal
� good current partners, where it’s very easy to add 

OFX�JOUFHSBUJPOT��"WPJET�iTPGUXBSF�MPDL�JOw�BOE�
allows you to evolve the technology in your business 
as it grows and changes. 

� simplicity in adding and maintaining accounts on 
the system  

� directly informs clients about the need to update 
passwords or answer security questions  

� allows you to invite prospects onto the aggregation 
service before they’re a client so you can use it as a 
selling tool

n  Manage and minimize: Cost 
 
� Find a system that charges by the client with no limit 

on the number of accounts per client.
� Choose an account aggregation system that’s built 

into a larger system, not stand alone. 
� Bill on held-away assets. Do not give away advice 

on held-away accounts without something of value 
in return.

� Make certain the system has a billing service that 
can deal with held-away accounts.

p  Manage and minimize: Risks

You want a system where...
� clients can easily set up their own accounts, so that 

you never see or have access to their credentials
� account set up process is fast and intuitive so it’s 

easy for clients to use 
�� QFSGPSNBODF�SFQPSUJOH�DBO�DMFBO�VQ�BOE�mMM�JO�UIF�

inevitable data gaps 

� Insider Advice: How To Evaluate Account Aggregation Systems 

This checklist will help you minimize (or fully eliminate) the biggest account aggregation challenges. 

��
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